Anti-Racist Readings Collected by PSU DRC

Making a Planet Worth Saving (on the intersection of police violence and climate justice)

#BlackDisabledLivesMatter Why we need to talk about both race and disability when addressing police brutality

Being a Black Disabled Woman is An Act of Defiance: Remembering #KorrynGaines

When will we learn to listen to Black women? By Keah Brown

Ableism is the go-to disguise for white supremacy. Too many people are falling for it. By Imani Barbarin

Freedom for Some is Not Freedom for All By Alice Wong

The Olmstead Supreme Court Decision in a Nutshell

Nazi Germany and American Indians (on the influence of US law on Nazi scholars)

Feminist Rage: 4 ways white feminists silence women of color’s anger at racism

“Allyship fatigue” is an insult to Black folks who never get to rest

4 Ways Sick and Disabled White Folks Can Show Up for Anti-Racism

Ibram Kendi, One of the Nation’s Leading Scholars of Racism, Says Education and Love are Not the Answer

Disabled, Black and Searching for Justice

Black Lives Matter in the IBD Community, Too

Extensive List of articles by disabled folks, with several articles by disabled BIPOC

How to properly celebrate a civil rights law during a pandemic in which its subjects were left to die: the Americans with Disabilities Act

The world is still inaccessible for us

Author: Black Women’s Experiences with Police Brutality Must be ‘Invisible No More’

We want more for Breonna Taylor than the system that killed her can deliver